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Many people dream of becoming a model.And if you follow the hints and tips in this book you

can achieve your dream faster and avoid needless rejections.Most aspiring models unwittingly

make basic mistakes when they set out to become a model. They simply don't know enough

about the industry they want to join. And despite having model potential give up to quickly after

their first few rejections.However, if you apply the advice in this book you'll save time, money

and realise your dream of a paid modelling career faster.Only you can make your model dream

come true. Discover the secrets of success in the modelling business and apply them to

become a successful model.



This book was created to provide specific information regarding the subject

matter covered. Every attempt has been made to verify the information provided however

neither the author nor the publishers are responsible for any errors, omissions or incorrect

interpretations of the subject matter.The reader of this material assumes responsibility for the

use of this information.The author and publisher assume no responsibility or liability

whatsoever for the use or misuse of the information contained within this book.All rights

reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed or transmitted in any form

or by any means without the prior permission of the author except in the case of brief

quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other non-commercial uses permitted by

copyright laws.The author and publisher of this e-book have used their best efforts in preparing

this e-book. The author and publishers make no representation or warranties with respect to

the accuracy, applicability, fitness or completeness of the contents of this e-book. The

information contained in this e-book is strictly for educational purposes. Therefore if you wish to

apply ideas contained in this e-book, you are talking full responsibility for your actions.The

author and publisher disclaim any warranties (express or implied), merchantability or fitness for

any particular purpose. The author and publisher shall in no event be held liable to any party

for any direct, indirect, punitive, special, incidental or other consequential damages arising

directly or indirectly from any use of this material, which is provided ‘as is’ and without

warranties. About the Author Edwin Hoskison, father of two girls, lives in rural West Sussex,

England with his partner.He’s a professionally trained and qualified marketer with 25 year’s

business experience.Edwin believes in passing on ‘good’ knowledge to help others grow and

achieve their potential.Inspiration for this book came from the experience of his eldest daughter

Holly. Holly wants to be a model. And she started her modelling journey by trawling the internet

for information. Like most kids, Holly searched the internet alone, without asking for help or

advice. It wasn’t until Holly got frightened by potential scammers that she asked her parents for

help. After detailed investigation, Edwin discovered the internet has good information

for wannabe models. But it took a long time to find, wasn’t comprehensive and was hard to

read. Also many of the Companies advertising modelling services, like Portfolio shoots, didn’t

appear to offer good value for money. To help people achieve their dream to become a

model, Edwin decided to write this book. It contains all the basic information aspiring models,

of any age need to get a good start in their career. Simply read it and apply the

knowledge to your modelling career. It’ll help you save time, money and avoid unnecessary

rejections.Now, go and make you career as a paid model happen. Edwin Hoskison; BSc(Hons),
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– What Happened Next? 90Chapter 18 - Frequently Asked Questions 93I have tattoos can I

still be a model? 93I have body piercing can I still be a model? 93I’ve had cosmetic surgery

can I still be a model? 93Do you have to be tall to be a model? 94Do you have to be skinny to

be a model? 94Can you start modelling if you are over 21? 94If a Model Agency likes me will

they pay everything? 95Glossary of Modelling Terms 96 Chapter 1 So you want to be a

model In a recent survey, 66.5% of UK girls aged 15 to 19 said their dream job was to be a

successful model. But most of these youthful dreams are never fulfilled. Why?It’s crucial to get

the right start to your chosen career. And a modelling career is no different.A few people luck

into the modelling business simply by chance or via family contacts.But the vast majority of

aspiring models, like you, have to work really hard to earn success. And it’s up to you to make

your modelling dream come true. Nobody else is going to do it for you.You need to learn the

craft of modelling to progress. And you need to learn from genuine teachers. But as in all

careers learning the right skills takes time and effort. You need to be patient and realistic. And

be prepared for upsets along the way.Luckily, you can save time, money and have a better

chance of success if you get the right advice at the start.Remember, without the right advice

you’ll go down many dead ends. Worse still, you may never get to your dream of being a

model. So why waste your time and money making basic mistakes when you can get a head

start in the modelling business?‘How To Become A Model’ helps people like you, separate

modelling facts from fiction. It tells you what you need to know to succeed. It opens your eyes

to the real craft of modelling. And it gives your career a real head start.Understanding what’s

needed to be a model can be difficult for young people with limited life experience.The thought

of getting your picture taken, appearing to be the centre of attention, getting made up, your hair

done and wearing designer clothes sounds fantastic. But these things are simply a means to

an end and not the end itself.A models job is simply to help create a great picture that sells the

advertisers product or services. But a great picture which sells is the result of good team work

and not down to any individual. Remember a model is part of a team. And being on a

successful team requires hard work from all the players.You might have something special - a

look and a well-proportioned body which means you have potential. But do you also have the

other talents needed for modelling success?At the moment, you’re like a rough diamond; you

need to be professionally polished to become a real gem. It’s the gem which creates most

value for you, your Agency and your Clients.But if you are well prepared and understand the

modelling business, you improve your chances of success. You need the relevant modelling

know how and apply it all day, every day. It’s this knowledge which sorts the winners from the

losers in this competitive business.Remember, it’s only you who can make your modelling

career happen. It won’t happen by itself. You need confidence and have a real passion to get

your career started. People can help you develop the right skills. But only you can make it

happen. And you need to find the right advice to succeed.Reading this book means you’re

serious about modelling. You want to be a success. And you’ve already taken your best first

step to make your modelling dream come true. Chapter 2 Holly Hoskison Throughout this

book, we follow Holly Hoskison as she takes her first inexperienced steps in the modelling

business.Holly Hoskison is just like you. She wants to be a model, an actress and a TV

presenter.We see how Holly approaches this challenge and what happens to her.Holly didn’t

have the benefit of the advice in this book. She simply picked up ideas from the internet, some

good and some very bad and went with it.But the advice in this book can help people like you

avoid Holly’s mistakes. And it’ll assist you to make faster progress to land paid modelling

jobs.Holly’s picture features on the cover of this book. She is 16 years old, 5 feet 3 inches tall

and lives in the South East of England. Holly studies Performing Arts, English Language and



Sociology at College.Holly has experience performing in Dance, Ballet and Amateur Dramatic

productions. These performances took place in professional theatres, as well as in local

Church halls.Holly is a confident, personable and fun loving girl. After Ballet. Before

Prom. Shot A Shot B A) Holly plays the role of Jack, in a

College performance of Into the Woods. B) Holly mucking around on her I-pad. Chapter

3 What is the Modelling Business all about? Many people dream of being a model. Modelling

appears to offer you the chance of glamour, wealth, international travel, fame, excitement and

more.This is true.But earning real fame and fortune applies to only a handful of supermodels.

Just 2% of all models become supermodels.And supermodels work really hard to make the

most of their looks and talent. Success didn’t happen for them overnight. It takes a long time to

get to the top and stay there.Supermodels understand what the modelling business demands.

And they have learnt to deliver it brilliantly.So what exactly is modelling all about? Modelling is

BusinessIt can be difficult for young people to realise modelling is a business. And to

understand what being in business is all about.In any business you need to sell products and

services at a profit to make money to prosper.

Luckily, you can save time, money and have a better chance of success if you get the right

advice at the start.Remember, without the right advice you’ll go down many dead ends. Worse

still, you may never get to your dream of being a model. So why waste your time and money

making basic mistakes when you can get a head start in the modelling business?‘How To

Become A Model’ helps people like you, separate modelling facts from fiction. It tells you what

you need to know to succeed. It opens your eyes to the real craft of modelling. And it gives your

career a real head start.Understanding what’s needed to be a model can be difficult for young

people with limited life experience.The thought of getting your picture taken, appearing to be

the centre of attention, getting made up, your hair done and wearing designer clothes sounds

fantastic. But these things are simply a means to an end and not the end itself.A models job is

simply to help create a great picture that sells the advertisers product or services. But a great

picture which sells is the result of good team work and not down to any individual. Remember a

model is part of a team. And being on a successful team requires hard work from all the

players.You might have something special - a look and a well-proportioned body which means

you have potential. But do you also have the other talents needed for modelling success?At the

moment, you’re like a rough diamond; you need to be professionally polished to become a real

gem. It’s the gem which creates most value for you, your Agency and your Clients.But if you

are well prepared and understand the modelling business, you improve your chances of

success. You need the relevant modelling know how and apply it all day, every day. It’s this

knowledge which sorts the winners from the losers in this competitive business.Remember, it’s

only you who can make your modelling career happen. It won’t happen by itself. You need

confidence and have a real passion to get your career started. People can help you develop

the right skills. But only you can make it happen. And you need to find the right advice to

succeed.Reading this book means you’re serious about modelling. You want to be a success.

And you’ve already taken your best first step to make your modelling dream come

true. Chapter 2 Holly Hoskison Throughout this book, we follow Holly Hoskison as she takes

her first inexperienced steps in the modelling business.Holly Hoskison is just like you. She

wants to be a model, an actress and a TV presenter.We see how Holly approaches this

challenge and what happens to her.Holly didn’t have the benefit of the advice in this book. She

simply picked up ideas from the internet, some good and some very bad and went with it.But

the advice in this book can help people like you avoid Holly’s mistakes. And it’ll assist you to



make faster progress to land paid modelling jobs.Holly’s picture features on the cover of this

book. She is 16 years old, 5 feet 3 inches tall and lives in the South East of England. Holly

studies Performing Arts, English Language and Sociology at College.Holly has experience

performing in Dance, Ballet and Amateur Dramatic productions. These performances took

place in professional theatres, as well as in local Church halls.Holly is a confident, personable

and fun loving girl. After Ballet. Before Prom. Shot A

Shot B A) Holly plays the role of Jack, in a College performance of Into the

Woods. B) Holly mucking around on her I-pad. Chapter 3 What is the Modelling

Business all about? Many people dream of being a model. Modelling appears to offer you the

chance of glamour, wealth, international travel, fame, excitement and more.This is true.But

earning real fame and fortune applies to only a handful of supermodels. Just 2% of all models

become supermodels.And supermodels work really hard to make the most of their looks and

talent. Success didn’t happen for them overnight. It takes a long time to get to the top and stay

there.Supermodels understand what the modelling business demands. And they have learnt to

deliver it brilliantly.So what exactly is modelling all about? Modelling is BusinessIt can be

difficult for young people to realise modelling is a business. And to understand what being in

business is all about.In any business you need to sell products and services at a profit to make

money to prosper.All the key players in the modelling business try to make a profit. From the

Clients whose adverts need models, to the Agencies that represent you, to the production

companies who make the adverts and for you, the wannabe model.Money makes the business

world tick. And always remember what this means for you as a model and your behaviour in

the industry.Modelling Agencies aren’t as desperate for new faces as you think. In any city

there are always lots of good looking people. But Agencies look to recruit not only photogenic

people but also good business people. And this magic combination is hard to find.Why do

Modelling Agencies want both looks and brains? Having the right look is the basic requirement

for a modelling career. But a business brain as well?These requirements make sense when

you understand modelling from a business perspective.Your Agency has made a lot of effort to

build a relationship and become a trusted partner with their Clients. Clients are companies who

use models in their adverts to sell products and services.Your Agency places a lot of trust in

you when you attend a casting and with luck, the shoot. The Agency needs to be confident

you’ll represent them in a professional way. Your professionalism builds the Client and Agency

relationship. It helps the Agency to secure future business.When the Agency meets you for the

first time, they need to be confident about three things after your 15 minute ‘interview’;Do you

look attractive?Does the Agency have Clients who’ll want to book you?If the answers are

yes….the final question becomes relevant.Is this person responsible?The Agency needs to be

able to trust you with their Client. The Agency has spent time and money nurturing the Client

relationship. And the Agency relies on their Clients for future business. So if you want to be a

successful model, when you meet an Agency for the first time, you need to make them aware

of your business common-sense. It’s your business common-sense that can be one of your

competitive advantages. Modelling is Self-EmploymentAs a model you’re starting your own

business. Models are self-employed. You’re not employed by a Model Agency.The standard

Model Agency Terms and Conditions, like the example below, make your self-employed status

clear;‘For avoidance of doubt, nothing in these Terms shall render you an employee, Agent or

partner of the Company or the Client. Nothing in this Agreement shall render you an employee,

Agent or partner of the Company and the Applicant shall not hold itself out as such.You are

engaged as a self-employed worker’ When you agree to a job, also called an

Assignment, you sub-contract your service to the Agency only for that specific job. And



your Model Agency Terms and Conditions usually state; ‘No Agreement shall exist

between the Agency and you between Assignments.’ Being self-employed has a

number of important implications for you and your behaviour;Your fee for each modelling job is

paid to you by your Agency as a GROSS sum before deductions like tax. When you are

employed by a business you’ll be used to being paid a NET amount after deductions, for

example tax.You’re now responsible for paying your own personal tax and National Insurance

contributions.It’s also your duty to register with HM Customs and Excise for Value Added Tax

(VAT), if your annual turnover exceeds the minimum annual turnover requirements.You are

expected to pay certain costs as an investment in your business. These costs

include;Expenses for Agency Interviews and Castings.Your first Portfolio and keeping it up to

date.Your Wardrobe and hair styles.Any Agency online administration fees.Any training courses

you want to attend.This means you need some funds to get your modelling career started.

Remember it may be sometime before you get your first job. And then you’ll have to wait to

actually get paid.It’s you who employs your Modelling Agency and not the other way around.

You chose which Agency you work with. Although it may not seem like it, when you try to sell

yourself to get signed or accepted by an Agency. Remember, the management style or culture

of the Agency may not suit you. You don’t have to work with them. There are always other

reputable Agencies looking for new faces and talent.You need to think and behave in a

professional manner. Write down a simple business plan and include targets and dates to

achieve them. For example, target five appropriate Agencies and apply to them in the next

week. Implement your plan vigorously. Review your plan regularly. And if necessary, update it to

reflect relevant things you’ve learnt.You need to manage your business affairs and the

Companies and people you work with. For example, manage your Agency relationship

effectively and your Agency will have more confidence and trust in you. Good relationship

building is a key aid to get more work.It’s good business practice to keep neat and simple

records. For example, expenses and Assignments you’ve done. Appropriate records help you

understand your business. And if required, records make filing any Tax Returns more

straightforward.You may need to seek professional advice on how to manage your business

affairs to ensure you comply with the Law.Your “business” is the business of marketing yourself

for use in advertising. Your marketing needs to be first class to give you the best possible

chance of modelling success.You’re going to invest your time, your money and your personality

to make your dream happen.If you want to be successful, it pays to do your research first. And

apply the good advice you learn and success will be yours faster. Modelling is SellingThe only

role of a model is to help to sell the product or service you are paid to advertise. This selling

role happens regardless of the medium (Catwalk, magazine, television commercial) in which

you work.Many people believe selling is a bad thing. But business doesn’t start until a sale is

made. And it’s your job to help sell something. Never forget this. And be proud to sell. Modelling

is ActingThe next feature isn’t obvious to aspiring models. Modelling is not only about looking

good. There are loads of good looking people.But industry professional know modelling is

about both looking good and being able to act.You are hired for your ability to act a role in-

order to dramatize or demonstrate a product or service. You need to make sure you can

convincingly emotionally engage with the products potential customers.It’s surprising the

number of new models who say they don’t want to act. And they tell an Agency they are not

interested in acting because they simply want to model.If you feel this way – Don’t waste your

time or anyone else’s in an attempt to become a model.Modelling is acting. Inhibited people

with no confidence and who don’t want to or don’t know how to act simply don’t succeed as

models. End of story. Go and find another dream to chase. Modelling is about PeopleModelling



is a people business. To get along with people and to inspire them requires a positive

personality and a can do attitude.You arrive on set to be met by a crowd of complete strangers.

And you could spend the next 14 hours with them. You need to have the personality and the

confidence to engage these busy people in a constructive and helpful manner.And if things on

the shoot don’t go to plan, people can lose their tempers. You need to be able to deal with both

good and negative environments in the same unflustered and positive can do way.
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